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Area 59 Panel 71  
March 13, 2022 

Second Quarter Area Meeting Minutes 
1300 Hilltop Road Leesport PA – Host District 67  

 
Meeting Opening - Chairperson, Curt C. opened the meeting with a moment of silence and 
reflection.  Chairperson, Curt C. continued with the reciting of the Declaration of Unity.  
 
Chairperson then gave the housekeeping rules; also explaining that we have a table to the right 
of Archives where you can put any event flyers that are not pertaining to business of the Panel.  
Also, when going to the mic please make sure you are wearing a mask.  A special thank you to 
Erik and District 67 for hosting this Area Meeting.  
 
Acknowledged Guests – Past Delegate Steve O, Past Delegate Paul M, Past Delegate Hugh 
H, Welcome to our Trusted Servants - Donald H, Area Archivist, Lenny our Assistant Web 
Servant.  Our Technology Servant - Fred S. and Nick P.  In addition to, our Spanish interpreters 
Evelyn D and Sandra P.  We also have Lancaster Intergroup Chair – Jean V. and Kate S. from 
the NEPA Intergroup. 
 
Concepts – DCM Volunteers were asked to present readings on Concept 1 - Chris D64, 
Concept 2 – Candy D25, Concept 3 – Katie D26.  Next quarterly meeting volunteers;  
Concept 4 – Ray M. D32, Concept 5 – Jim L. D29, Concept 6 – Ian L. D61. 
 
Roll Call - Area Secretary conducted the roll call with 6 Officers present - 39 Districts 
represented for a total of 45 voting members.  Any Summaries, please send email to Area 
Secretary secretary@area59aa.org with your summary announcements.  Any Actions with 
District issues, please announce how many and we will cover Actions later in this meeting.  
 
December 12th 2021 First Quarter Meeting Minutes were approved by unanimous consent with 
corrections.  EGPSA 64th Annual Convention/Assembly - Wyndham Resorts Lancaster 
November 13th 2021 Business Meeting Minutes were also approved by unanimous consent.  
 

Convention Committee Chair Steve O – They had five members of the Convention 
Committee in attendance today.  Steve thanked everyone for their support for the event that 
was held November 2021 in Lancaster.  The Convention report that was distributed, had an 
anticipated and expected loss of about $4,800, which was a direct result of the Committee's 
decision to have the registration at $20 to try to make the fee as low as possible and to get 
Members into the EPGSA event.  
 
Look forward to a small increase in the registration fee for next year.  They haven't determined 
what that increase is, because the Committee is going through a budget with a couple of 
different projected numbers to see where they need to be for them to have a breakeven for next 
year.  Steve wanted to thank everybody, and to mention that this was not Area money.  It's in 
the budget of the Convention Committee and reserved that the Committee had.  This is the last 
year of the contract at Lancaster Wyndham.  The Committee is engaging with the hotel to get a 
contract for 2023-2024 and maybe beyond, as well as taking a look at a couple other places. 
 

mailto:secretary@area59aa.org
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Steve also wanted to thank everybody individuals, Groups and Districts that supported the 
hospitality suite.  They also would like to ask for your consideration for some contributions for 
next year’s hospitality suite.  Checks can be sent to the Convention Committee Treasurer.  The 
Committee is self-supporting through the hospitality suite.  So, the little bit extra money that they 
had in hospitality goes back to our general fund.  Marty and his crew are going to be looking for 
contributions from the general Fellowship and we appreciate that in advance. 
 
The Convention Committee members can come and visit your Districts to talk about the EPGSA 

Convention – about why it's important, the reasons why the Groups should be supporting the 

GSRs or the Group Reps to attend.  At any time that you or your Groups or any Members have 

any questions regarding the EPGSA Convention send an email, everybody's name is listed on 

the Area Roster.  Last year EPGSA had a little roll out of an in-person event for 700 people, and 

now the Committee will have to buckle down and have an election that is seamless, 

coordinated, and organized.  

 
Archivist Comments Donald H - Presented Information about Pre-Conference Sharing 
Sessions History highlights.  In 1999 Panel 49 Delegate Gary Coleman attended the annual 
General Service Conference in New York.  While he was discussing various agenda items with 
fellow Delegates from Delaware and northern New Jersey; he learned their experiences with a 
pre-conference event they held in their Area.  Gary brought this idea to the June 1999 Area 59 
meeting and proposed to the Area Committees that a Pre-Conference workshop be held, and 
that its mission would be to provide the Delegate with the conscienceness of Area 59 on 
selected items to be discussed at the upcoming General Service Conference.  Gary went on to 
say to the Area Committee, if you decide to do business I expect to see all of you there.  Other 
areas that developed Agendas for these meetings found that they're very beneficial.  It would be 
good for Gary because he would be better informed.  It would be good for us because we would 
have the experience of what the conference is all about.  We would break up into small groups 
could serve as quasi conscience Committees.  In the morning we will discuss the various 
agendas and decisions and make recommendations and in the afternoon.  Per Donald H. more 
information about the history of pre-conference in Area 59 will be posted on the Area website. 
 
 
 
 

Officers Reports:  
 

Officer-At-Large/Registrar Report - Alicia S.  – The Mini I and Mini II Delegate’s Conference 
Report have been put in place, and it looks like both events will be a lot of fun and very 
informative.  Both events are posted online on our Area website www.area59aa.org.  
 
We acquired some new equipment two dry erase whiteboards on stands, as well as 30 
headphones for translation purposes, microphone cables, and batteries.  We are pleased to be 
able to donate some translation equipment to District 68 for use at their annual Hispanic 
Convention.  

http://www.area59aa.org/
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Currently there are a total of 2,930 Groups registered in the Area 59, of that 1,640 are active 
Groups.  There are 15 registered active Virtual Groups.  There are also 977 inactive Groups.  
There are two virtual groups who are listed as inactive one being in District 27, and one in 
District 59.  There are 9 pending active Groups, 91 unknown Groups, and 9 Groups are listed as 
incomplete.  Alicia is currently researching the reason for that.  
 
Alicia thanked the Area for sending her to NERAASA in February.  She had the privilege of 
serving as moderator at the registrar's roundtable on Friday and Saturday nights.  This was a 
great opportunity to meet face-to-face with other Area registrar's for networking and problem 
solving.  
 

Alicia continues to meet with peers from the US and Canada using Zoom on the first Sunday of 
each month.  Quarterly meetings with GSO staff regarding Fellowship Connection are still being 
held.  This is a great opportunity for registrar's to gain new information from the source, as well 
as, ask questions or voice frustrations honestly and openly.  The database has improved greatly 
over the last year and in her opinion, it's due in large part to GSO’s willingness to work with us. 
 

GSO staff had informed Alicia that the GSR kits are currently being sent out via mail; then Alicia 
found last week, that the kits are once again on backorder.  New GSRs are able to access the 
GSR kits electronically and GSO will inform them of that, but as far as getting an actual physical 
kit in the mail, there will be unexpected delays; please pass that on to your GSRs. 
 
Please access our website Area 59 Business – Service Resources – Area 59 of Alcoholics 
Anonymous (area59aa.org) 
 
Treasurer – Dan B. – Dan gave the financial status of Area 59.  Some of the operational 

activities were; the Delegate being fully funded to attend the General Service Conference, the 

Grapevine special literature project, 30 orders of literature were placed in many different 

facilities, and the PI initiative.  Dan submitted the semiannual PA tax filing.  
 

The prudent reserve savings account we have $29,311; and in the checking account, our 

operating funds, we have $29,233.25.  Our expenses for this year are 36% of budget, and that 

is due to in-person service events.  We have had $52,000 in expenses this year.  So far 

$13,000 was the Special Projects, approximately $13,000 for Area operations, like for the 

storage facility, and the General Service Conference $5,000, new Area website design and 

maintenance in the platform, and approximately $18,000 for Area and service events.  The 

contributions are about 26% of budget which is right on target since we completed one quarter. 
 

Regarding our operating funds and the excessive balance that we had, we're pretty much on 

track to reducing things to normal levels, due to the hard work of the Grapevine and PI 

Committee projects, and really all of us in how we decided to use these funds.  These initiatives 

really are trying to “Carry the Message.”  
 

You may also contact Dan at treasurer@area59aa.org.  Subcommittees, please remember to 

send in your expenses for reimbursement, which can now be completed online.  

 

https://area59aa.org/area-59-business-service-resources/
https://area59aa.org/area-59-business-service-resources/
mailto:treasurer@area59aa.org
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Secretary’s Report – Susan M. – If you have any summaries, which are the announcements, 
please send them to the Area Secretary www.secretary@area59aa.org.  If you would like to 
have an event listed on the Area Website Calendar; an electronic request form is available on 
our website, Events Calendar – Area 59 of Alcoholics Anonymous (area59aa.org).  If there is 
any questionable content, the Area Secretary or The Area Web Servant will contact you prior to 
posting.  We need to maintain anonymity on event fliers; therefore please do not list full names 
on your email contact information or anywhere on the flier.  Please check for anonymity, use an 
email address that is not personally identifiable.  Also, phone numbers break anonymity, as you 
can do a reverse phone number look up and see who it is, though if the phone number is for an 
intergroup office that would be fine.  
 

DCM reports can also be submitted online Area 59 Business – Service Resources – Area 59 of 
Alcoholics Anonymous (area59aa.org) Remember the Area does have a lending library, just let 
me know if you would like to borrow one of the CDs or tape recordings of previous Area events. 
 

Area Secretary is also liaison to the PA State Convention.  Per PA State Convention 
Chairperson, Howard A. who conducted a survey and didn't receive the response they needed 
for this year.  Howard is not sure what the factors are, he has no clue.  It's a shame not having 
it, but life isn't always fair.  Hopefully, 2023 will be much better and the PA State Convention can 
be held.  The committee is asking the hotel if they are willing to offer the convention committee 
the same possible rates in 2023.  It would be outstanding if that's possible.  
 

Thanks to the Area for sending Susan to the NERAASA convention held in Pittsburgh. 
 

Chairperson’s Report – Curt C – Curt reminded everyone to please look at the Area Service 

Calendar; that has a listing of the Area events that you are expected to/or should attend.  If your 

District has been chosen as a host and if you cannot host that event, please let Curt know as 

soon as possible.  Curt will also keep you informed on any kind of health standards or safety 

measures.  Obviously the mask mandate has been lifted; however, we will continue to bring 

PPE supplies at our Area events and they will be available for everyone and if anything 

changes.   
 

Also, if you're not receiving Agendas, along with any other information, but in particular the 

Agenda for our Quarterly meeting electronically, please send Curt an email.  That is our primary 

means of communications now and he will mail hard copies of everything to you.   
 

There seems to be a little bit of confusion about “Motions.”  First and foremost, this Panel 

belongs to you as DCMs.  The Area Officers do not approve or not approve motions.  That is not 

our station, and that's not our business.  The motions are put out by you, to go onto the Floor.  If 

they're proper motions and given in a timely manner, they go on the Agenda.  However, the 

Officers are a valuable resource to help you in writing those solutions.  And what Curt would ask 

you to do, is work with your Area Advisor, if you have motions that you want to bring to the 

Floor.  Talk to your Advisor about any specific wording to avoid confusion.  Please feel free to 

contact me chairperson@area59aa.org. 

  
 

http://www.secretary@area59aa.org
https://area59aa.org/events-calendar/
https://area59aa.org/area-59-business-service-resources/
https://area59aa.org/area-59-business-service-resources/
mailto:chairperson@area59aa.org
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There was a question from the floor from Vicki D27, who wanted to know if the Area Officers 
Reports could possibly be sent out ahead of time.  It's easier to read them ahead of time; to 
review the reports, to see what's in them, rather than to try to hurry up at each Quarterly 
Meeting and in the hour or in the 20 minutes we have to look at all those reports.   
 

Per Curt - When we were in the pandemic, it became the Chairperson’s responsibility to send all 

business information to the DCMs.  In our in-person meetings prior to that, that was not the 

case.  It was just expected you would get information when you came here to the Area meeting 

and any Motions it was the Chairperson’s responsibility to get them out to you, as much in 

advance of the Area meeting as possible.  Now that we're in a period of change now, we will 

take that under advisement and talk about it.  There's no need to continue to do things the way 

we have always done them, because we've always done them that way.  But Curt just can't 

speak for the other Area Officers or make a decision here, but that's a very valuable comment 

and we'll take it into consideration. 

 

Alt-Delegate’s Report – Pete B. – If you are new to the DCM orientation website and you 

haven't already had access to it, great information on there that will get you up to speed.  Area 

Day is October 8th and planning will begin today at lunch.  Committee Chairs have been given 

the word that in your subcommittees, you are to select one member, not the Chairperson, to sit 

on the Area Day Planning Committee. 

 

Pete would also like to tell you that the SEPIA Roundup will be held in Cape May April 8th-10th.  
Registration www.aasepit.org.  Pete also Co-planned, and co-hosted the event with SEPIA 
Vice-Chair.  Also, thank you to all our Area 59 subcommittees, the SEPIA 12th Step 
Committees, workshop presenters, and all others who participated to make Share-A-Day a 
successful and informative event.  Area 59 and YPAA Share-a-day to be held 10/15 - Location 
to be determined.  
 

Pete is also the liaison to YPAAs; EACYPAA - March 31–April 3rd Pittsburgh PA – 
www.eacypaa.org PENNSCYPAA July 15th –17th Williamsport PA – www.willpoypaa.com and 
ICYPAA - Sept 1st – 4th in New Orleans LA – www.Icypaa.org. 
 

Scan the QR code at the top of Pete’s Alt-Delegate’s Report and that will take you to a Google 

Drive that has Pete’s report and other Area information.  Thank you all so much for sending 

Pete to NERAASA.  Please contact your Alternate Delegate at alt-delegate@area59aa.org  with 

any questions.   

 
Pete wanted to also announce that, he distributed a self-addressed stamped “Postcard” to be 
sent to Caroline, while she is in attendance at the General Service Conference; for 
encouragement and well wishes.  Send it in advance to the hotel and they will hold it for her.  It's 
an excellent keepsake for the Delegate, and it helps to just keep their spirits up through the 
week. 
 

http://www.aasepit.org/
http://www.eacypaa.org/
http://www.willpoypaa.com/
http://www.icypaa.org/
mailto:alt-delegate@area59aa.org
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Delegate Report – Caroline N.  – Caroline stated that she was grateful to be serving as our 

Delegate.  We did launch our Area website in this last panel and a lot of great work is underway; 

so, thank you to the subcommittees, all of you.  As of February, on the first Sunday of each 

month, Caroline will be offering an hour-long virtual meeting, except for March 22nd to share 

about the Conference sharing process and answer questions from DCMs and ADCMs.   
 

As the Chair of the Conference Committee on Policy/Admissions, Caroline had the privilege of 

attending January Board weekend - from the 28th to 31st.  Beginning in the 1980s, this practice 

began, and in 1992 an Advisory Action was passed by the Conference to extend an annual 

invitation to the Delegates who serve as Conference Committee Chairs.  The purpose of 

including the Conference Committee Chairs, was to inform us and expose us to Trustees, Non-

Trustee Directors, Appointed Committee Members, and Staff from GSO and Grapevine.  
 

Since we only get 8 days at the Conference, it must be carried out very efficiently to get through 

all of the business of AA as a whole.  Caroline actively participated in the meeting of the 

Trustees’ Committee on the General Service Conference, with a seat at the table and a voice in 

the proceedings.  The Trustees’ Committees take on the actual work of making Advisory 

Actions.    
 

In preparation for the 72nd General Service conference, we have 82 agenda items, some have 

sub items, but you can find the full list and all the associated background material on the Google 

Drive.  It's not posted on our website because we're not allowed to publicly post background 

material.   
 

The Google Group, which we also created has 136 members.  We have a lot of members – over 

33,000 AA members and 1,600 groups in Eastern PA, please share the link to go to Google 

Drive where you can find the PDFs.  There is a message board for you to leave your input, or 

your feedback.  Pre-conference sharing is coming up on March 19th where we will have the 

opportunity to review the 28 Agenda Items.  Continue to announce this event and please 

prepare by reading the background information assigned to your Committee. 
 

After the Conference, on May 22nd and June 11th Caroline will be reporting back to you about 

the outcomes of the Conference.  Thank you to Alicia for leading the planning of the Mini 

Assemblies.   
 

We have heard from the EPGSA Convention Committee Chair today, and again, this will be an 

election year.  All DCMs and GSRs please be communicating the request to your Districts or 

homegroups, whoever funds your participation; to save that money, and budget that money to 

make sure that you have a voice for your Group at EPGSA in November.  We will also select a 

candidate for Northeast Regional Trustee, if anyone steps forward and is willing to stand. 
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Caroline is responsible for the EPGSA program.  Caroline stated that it's a work in progress; 

however, there are two confirmed guest speakers.  Bob Wilcox, who is our GSO general 

manager.  He will be facilitating our Election Assembly, and Michelle Mirza, GSO Archivist.  

Subcommittees you're going to be preparing workshop presentations again, so please start 

thinking about it during your Subcommittee meetings - be thinking about what information you 

want to convey, and how you will present that at the EPGSA Convention in November. 
 

NERAASA was held in Pittsburgh, and Caroline thanked everyone for sending her.  At the 

NERAASA business meeting, there was a “Motion” to establish a NERAASA Archivist, “The 

Northeast Regional Trustee create an Ad-hoc Archives Committee to address specific needs.  

Not necessarily limited to organizing, maintaining, and selecting archival items to be included in 

the NERAASA archives, but to explore the value of creating the position of a Northeast Regional 

Archivist, and the term and responsibilities of that position, including length of service and the 

budget.  NERAASA 2023 will be hosted by Area 48 in Albany NY.  Of course, we in Area 59 will 

be hosting NERAASA 2024 February 22nd – 25th 2024 in Hershey PA.  Our first planning 

meeting will be held on May 7th 2022 at 11 am at the Hershey Lodge.  Please take flyers back to 

your Districts and Groups.  Please visit www.aa.org. 

 

District Actions:  
 
Action – Candy D25 - Action 1 – Does the Area or any Districts have information on how to 
setup hybrid meetings?  

• Per Matt D23 - We found that depending on the type of facility we're looking at; places 
that were very difficult because there has to be some kind of tech servant to cart around 
the equipment every single time there was either a business meeting or AA group 
meeting.  However, what seemed to work best for clubhouses and centers that were 
designated for AA that would allow equipment be left in the facility.  It would be much 
easier, and the way that they would do it to maintain anonymity.  There was a 
designated computer.  The computer was blocked essentially on all sides, and the 
chairperson could see the Zoom Room or the online platform room.  Then there was 
either a screen or a projector in the room, so that the people inside the AA room could 
see people inside the virtual room.  However, the people in the virtual room would not 
see the AA member inside of the physical room for anonymity purposes.  I think it 
depends on the type of facility that you're going to use. 

• Per Tim D30 – Please contact me and I can help you figure how to have a speaker with 
a mic for your meetings 

• Per Steve D28 - Some people just have a laptop; and they turn it around and turn it 

back.  Some people just have the laptop facing the speakers and the Chairperson, you 

just hear the voices.  Some people have a separate camera.  Most of them need an 

online tech person.  Another thing that is effective is a hotspot; it depends on the 

limitation of the skill set of the people that are running the meeting.  
 
 
 
 

http://www.aa.org/
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• Per Jeff D38 - For our District Meeting, we have that set up as a hybrid presently, and 
the location does not have internet service.  One of our trusted servants allows us to use 
data coming off the cell phone; we use that like a hotspot.  Might have to check with their 
plan provider because, there may be a cost that you may need to incur with your group.  
In regards to equipment, it does depend on the size of the room, and we currently using 
a tablet with a speaker with a mic.  We found one at BestBuy for about 40 bucks that has 
like a speaker a microphone that allows it to go around in the meeting room to hear 
people on Zoom.  We also were able to pass that around.  Costs depends on the space 
that you have; and if you have internet access available. 
 

Action – Candy D25 - Action 2 – How do you handle “Zoom-Bomber” hacking into your online 
meeting?  

• Per Steve D28 – have multiple host to assist with that issue.  

• Per Pete Alt Delegate - There is wealth of experience with the Delegate’s Virtual 

Advisory Team & our Tech Servants who handled our virtual elections for Area 59. 
  

Action – Steve D28 – Action 1 –   Club 4021 where we have a whole bunch of meetings; not 
only do we have the CDC regulation, state regulation, the city has brought up the regulation.  
We also have location specific regulation.  We have meetings that aren’t welcome back 
because the church itself was afraid, and now we have to find a new location.  
 
Action – Steve D28 – Action 2 – Communication problems due to not having access to 

computers for members.  They don't necessarily know how to go to the “Google Drive” to gather 

information.  It's hard to try to access a half a dozen different documents or more on a small 

device or even a laptop as opposed to having things physically spread out on a table.  Does 

anyone else have this email technology issue? 
 

• Per Candy D25 – We have a GSR, who the entire time we were virtual did not attend.  

And he's always been active; but he did not attend the entire time the District was virtual.  

As soon as we went hybrid, he started he showed up in person.  D25 has gotten in the 

habit of sending out all our communication by email.  I print out a package just for him.   

• Per Chris D64 - The last two years weren't planned.  We all have done our best to try to 

compensate and continue on with as best we could.  In my district some people got a 

little left behind; some people learned, and now they're experts.  Some people never 

really wanted to learn and that's just unfortunate, but it's the reality of the situation.  I feel 

like we’re getting back to normal.  Our Bishop is finally going to vote on going back to 

live for the first time in two years. 
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Action – Ray D32 – How do others handle GSRs who are not going to look at and review the 
PCSS Background information or Agenda Items that we distribute to members? 

• Per Tara D35 - I set up in my District is sort of like an informal hearing session; where 

anybody is able to join and ask questions about Agenda items.  I would answer the 

questions to the best of my ability or find somebody who knew more information than I 

did.  I had really low attendance, but those who wanted to know, I sent out a mass 

District email. 

• Per Jim D25 - We selected from the items Caroline sent to us and we narrowed it down.  

We discuss them in our District, and then I put them in a question and answer “yes or 

no” form so they had both points.  Then at the bottom of that I had if anybody who 

wanted to really get into Background information to get in touch with me and I could 

send them the link to the “Google Drive.”   

• Per another DCM - I went over all this information at the District meeting and I explained 

the Agenda items to them.  I sat down with my service sponsor, and we picked out 10 

Agenda Items out of the ones that the Delegate had recommended that we look at.  I 

then procured the background information for those 10 items, and they were emailed to 

all the homegroups.  Some of the older members don't have computer or they are not 

computer literate; so I offered to give them hard copies of the information.  Then, I 

offered myself via zoom or going to the group's conscience meeting to help facilitate the 

voting.  I was not there to give my opinion or anything else; other than to basically help 

them with voting on the background information.  I found for me, that a lot of those group 

conscience meetings; where they asked you to attend was very confusing to the groups.  

I had to approach the GSRs in my District with a lot of enthusiasm to get them excited 

about this. 

• Per Steve D28 - I'm very grateful that on Saturday I was able to attend the Pre-

Conference Agenda Workshop held by District 6 in San Francisco, where they explained 

how to navigate the Agenda Items.  They had Past Delegate and D28, D47 and D62 

members in attendance.  It was very informative.  It would be great to have an online 

forum; whether by Districts or the Area, on the pre-conference sharing and how to 

navigate the Google Drive.  

 
Action – Judy D58 - Is it a conflict of interest for an AA member who also works in a facility to 

bring AA meetings into that facility? 

• Per Candy D25 - As long as the member is operating as a member; as opposed to a 

professional.  If they're in the meeting, they're not there as a professional.  So it may be 

confusing, but I don't think it's a conflict of interest because there's no AA “police.” 

• Per Matt D23 – Just wanted clarification on the Action - an individual member that works 

at the treatment facility decided to bring in AA meeting into this facility. 

• Per Delegate Caroline - If the member is on the clock; I don't think they can be paid to do 

12 Step work at all - that would be a violation of our Traditions.  If the member is there 

on their own volunteering their time outside of working hours, I would think it’s fine. 
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Sub-Committee Reports: 
 
 
Archives – Matt – There's a renewed interest in compiling Group Histories to the Assembly 

which can be used for Displays and Members of the Archives Committee that attend District 

workshops.  Districts 23, District 24, District 39, District 40, and District 47 Travel Binders have 

been completed to date.  District 21, and District 22 Travel Binders are currently being compiled.  

These are very nice for our Committee to be able to take to workshops around Area 59.  

Members love going through the District Binder finding their Homegroup, and then coming up to 

me afterwards and asking if they can take the Binder home.  Of course I tell them “No.”  Also, 

the Committee will be looking for “long-time” AA members from Area 59 to have their verbal 

histories recorded.  The Committee does have voice recorders for this service.  Monies have 

been allotted in the Archive budget for new Binders, there is a plan to take measurements of the 

existing binders.  We'll replace some of them that are getting a bit dilapidated.  We will be going 

to the Archive Storage Facility to do some measurements so we can get some Binders ordered, 

hopefully get them before the end of this Panel.  Since the initial request at the beginning of 

Panel 71, the Archivist has collected over 112 COVID Group History Forms.  Thank you to 

everyone that continues to support them.  Several groups have updated their original COVID 

history forms.  The next Archives Subcommittee meeting will be held on Zoom, Friday March 

the 18th.  And the next Committee work day is Sunday, March 20th at the Area Storage Facility.   

 
CPC – Tim S. –  The CPC Subcommittee Chair reported that; this morning they met and talked 

about that after the Pre-Conference Sharing, they are going to regroup on their initiative to get 

SEPIA together with other Intergroups in Area 59, to see if they can get some type of satellite 

program started for medical students.  CPC will be working with PI and Bishop Kevin, on how 

they can help educate and support the Episcopal Diocese of Bethlehem.  And they are going to 

continue to work on the Delegate’s Recommendations.  

 
Corrections – Melissa – The Committee has met via Zoom for this last quarter.  They attended 

Share-a-Day, and a Bridging the Gap for District 27, NERAASA, and several Districts 

workshops.  The Committee Chair met with the Bridging the Gap Coordinator Ralph O, as well 

as, Treatment and Accessibilities Chair Steve, to discuss and develop a follow up email survey 

sent to the DCMs within Area 59.  Everyone was really excited about that email, requesting 

information regarding the Correctional facilities located in the Districts’ they represent.  The 

Corrections Subcommittee members were asked to follow up with the Districts that hadn't 

responded according to the distribution that was assigned earlier in the Panel.  They got an 

update this morning from Ralph, saying that they are now just waiting for 12 out of the 44 

Districts.  If you're one of those 12 Districts, please give them this information.  
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The Corrections Subcommittee is also tasked with reading and editing the first five pages of the 

BTG Workbook.  The suggestions were considered when the Bridging the Gap Steering 

Committee met and finalized the edits.  The Subcommittee has also been asked to give 

feedback and suggestions on the Corrections page of the new Area 59 Website; this is to be 

completed by third quarter.  The Corrections Chair attended to the Correction Roundtable 

meetings at NERAASA; which were extremely informative and productive.  Learning about other 

Areas; they have similar struggles and issues.  They look forward to continued service as 

members of the Area 59 Corrections Subcommittee. 
 

Finance – Tara – The Finance Subcommittee has been working on creating recommendations 

for the incoming Subcommittee; looking at what we've done, what works, and what would be 

good for the Area as a whole moving forward.  Our subcommittee held an Inventory, much like 

the Area's Inventory.  Those minutes were submitted to the Secretary.  They thoroughly enjoy 

taking each other’s inventory.  The Finance Subcommittee is also working on what to have 

available on the Finance page for the Area 59 Website.  They are looking at what would be of 

most use for newer DCMS or newer members.  The Subcommittee is also reviewing the 

mileage reimbursement for the Area; given the current state of things this information needs to 

be reviewed now.  Finance has historical information that they are looking at from the previous 

decisions that have been made.  They have elected a member of the Finance subcommittee to 

represent for Area Day.  They are also having discussions on QuickBooks Online with our Area 

Treasurer, and a more effective way to assemble and distributes the Seventh Tradition Packets.  

If anybody has any questions regarding finances, please reach out to the Finance 

Subcommittee. 
 

Grapevine/La Viña – Vicki – The subcommittee meets monthly to review the Delegate’s 

recommendations and to see what they are working on.  They are working on the design of a 

table banner for Area events to complement our shade.  Thanks to Karen for all her hard work 

on that project.  They continue to try to get Grapevine/La Viña list information into our database.  

Grapevine has finally been able to get rid of all but six of the “Carry the Message” Certificates 

from Panel 69.  Grapevine/La Viña did a lot of research to prepare and submitted a motion for 

you today; in reference to the Agenda item for the 73rd General Service conference.  They are 

also looking forward to working with the Ad hoc Digital Communication Subcommittee for the 

creation of the Grapevine/La Viña web page.  And most importantly, they have carried the 

message through 2022 to the ”Carry the Message” Project, through Grapevine/La Viña.  As of 

today, they have 30 orders placed; and have spent $5,453 of the $10,000 earmarked, with a 

balance of $4,547 left.  There is a link in the Grapevine/La Viña report that shows if you go to 

that link, you can see a really cool Literature map.  It shows all the purchases that have been 

ordered to be sent out.  It shows you all the books that are chosen by the organization; what the 

favorite books are, and then the locations of the organizations that was sent literature.  They are 

asking any Area Officer or any DCM; if you have a facility within your District, especially in the 

Northern Eastern part of Area 59, please let them know so they can reach out to them and see if 

they would be interested in this project. 
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Public Information – Melissa – First, Melissa apologized to those who did not physically 

receive a copy of her report; if requested she will email copies out to you.  They have met a total 

of eight times since last December.  The majority of those meetings have occurred with our 

video Rep from Cumulus Media to finalize the Digital campaign.  So initially, the plan was to do 

PSAs and radio announcements.  But when they actually sat down with a professional and got 

into the nitty gritty, they discovered that doing a Digital campaign will probably yield better 

results.  You get the message better in front of your eyes, than into people's ears.  One of the 

parts of the campaign had plans to do Facebook and Instagram ads.  Simply…  “If you want to 

drink, that’s your business, if you want to quit that's ours.”  PI Committee discovered two days 

before launching the campaign, that there was the sort of legal snafu.  Facebook has legit 

scripts where you have to actually be certified via Facebook; as somebody who can do 

advertising on Facebook, that creates a whole host of problems, because there's a bunch of 

legal issues in there and a bunch of things that Melissa certainly is not qualified to go forward on 

without consulting somebody who's in the know about that stuff.  The hope is to be able to do 

Facebook & Instagram for the Fourth of July Holiday.  There will be no Facebook or Instagram 

ads for St. Patrick's Day.  Instead, what they've done is compensated us by switching from 

Facebook or Instagram to Web page banners and app banners.  PI Committee is also using the 

email platform.  Melissa did not print out the images that they are using for this because, it 

would not have translated due to Melissa’s black and white printer.  These are very pretty in 

color, and if you would like, Melissa can email them to you.  PI Committee attended the Share-

a-Day, and also NERAASA.  NERAASA had great interactive roundtable; a few people after that 

roundtable came up to Melissa and said; can you share what you are doing with this PI 

Campaign and let us know who you're using because we have a lot of excess funds due to 

COVID that we would like to figure out ways to spend as well.  And PI has not yet put together 

its part of the Area webpage, they will get to that.  Melissa wanted to add; that the PI 

Subcommittee is small, just the three of us but it is mighty!  Thanks to Candy and Matt. 
 

Structure – Jim D29 reported for Bart – The Structure Chair got in an accident on the way 
down here today; we heard that he will be ok.  The Structure Committee came up with a couple 
of things they are working on.  The biggest thing is working on an updated Structure Manual.  All 
the changes from the last Panel and this Panel will be in there.  They are continuing to update 
the catalog for the Districts Structure Manuals; if anyone has their new Manual; please forward it 
to the Structure Committee.  They have gotten a lot of questions about the Area Map, and our 
responses always saying those boundaries are very general.  If you can send the Structure 
Committee some type of compiled information on this; or if you feel like your District is no way 
near represented on that map.  Structure is going to collect all this information and if they feel 
there's enough of a change; this is something they can pass on to the next Panel.  You can 
respond by email that would be great. 
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Treatment/Accessibilities – Steve – The Committee communicated through Zoom, also 

working with the BTG Chairperson on a workshop.  This will be their second annual BTG 

workshop.  Getting the word out about a temporary contact Program, the Committee met on 

Zoom to discuss the disabilities workbook and to get a better understanding of what direction 

the Committee should focus on in the second year Panel.  At NERAASA, the Committee met 

with the Literature Committee to discussed working together on the workshop in the summer 

focused on Accessibilities needs.  Steve also attended the BTG roundtable at NERAASA.  

Steve attended a workshop hosted by District 51, to give a presentation on Bridging The Gap.  

Also please sign up if you're interested in Bridging The Gap; on the Area website.  

The Committee is also working on the Delegate’s Recommendations, along with the Correction 

Subcommittee, and Bridging the Gap Chair for an upcoming workshop.  They are also working 

on the edits of the Bridging The Gap Workbook pages.  The Committee divided the Districts 

geographically and emailed DCMs on information on Treatment facilities in your Districts.  If you 

don't know please just help out because it’s one of our recommendations.  If the DCMs don't 

know that information; maybe they could give us someone that might know that information, 

because we're trying to build a database of facilities in our Area. 
 

Ad-Hoc Committees Reports: 

 
Digital Communications Committee – Claire - Claire hoped that everyone had a chance to 

check out the new Area 59 Website.  Please check your District info and website addresses.  

Contact the Committee for any corrections and make sure we didn't miss anything.  Their big 

push this past month has been getting the Archives webpage started; they will also continue to 

add to the Bridging the Gap content.  They have a stat counter checking how many people are 

using the Area website, where they're going on the website, and where they're from.  55% of our 

visits are mobile, about 66% of our traffic is about meetings, and our meeting finder is greatly 

enhanced with more Districts participation.  There's only two Districts that don't feed into ours, 

so it's a much more complete District meeting list.  In comparison September of 2021 we had 

about 10,000 visits to our Area website.  In February 2022, we had about 22,000 visits to our 

website.  Spanish meeting searches are rare; in September 2021 we had 39 Spanish language 

meetings searches; in February 2022 there were 288.  For the Pre-conference Sharing 

Sessions, they had 636 unique visits, the “need help now” section had 176 unique visits; they 

believe that they are getting the message out there.  Since they can see where members are 

from when they visit the website; Spanish language meetings have been from Puerto Rico, 

Buenos Aires, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Cuba, the Canary Islands, and Barcelona.  It's really 

exciting.  That we think we're making this much more accessible for the English language but 

also for Spanish language.  Lastly, Committee Chairs we now have a suggested template and 

guidelines for submitting Committee reports, also for Officers too.  
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Literature Committee – Neill – As the new Chair for the Literature Committee; Neill is anxious 

to meet the rest of the Literature Committee members; and he will have a report on the 

Committee’s progress at the next Area Quarterly Meeting.  

 

Technology Committee – Jeff – As the Technology Subcommittee chair, Jeff has been 

receiving updates on the progress of the new Area website from the Web Servant, and the 

Technology Committee has been providing follow up as needed.  There were some additional 

changes and modifications to the website for Treatments and Accessibility that they were 

looking for into.  Also working on permits to email users that are in migration to Google 

workspace; in process of developing and update relevant documentation to help return user 

error email system without migration. 

 

Unfinished Business – Structure Sub-committee Motion: That Area 59 adapts an Electronic 

Polling Procedure for Area 59 business in an extreme emergency.   

This is when Area 59 Is not together, for whatever reason to vote on something - this electronic 

poll would take the place of a yay or nay vote on a Motion.  Area business would effectively be 

conducting Motions that could pass or fail between Area Quarterly Meetings.  Whatever it is that 

is being polled is not something that is Area business, which would be discussed at the Area 

Meeting – This Motion carried from last Quarterly Meeting and got sent back to the 

Homegroups for three – month discussion.  Vote was taken 41 in favor – 1 Opposed – Motion 

Carries - No Minority Opinion was given 

 

New Business – Motion Submitted by District 43 -  “In addition to the Area’s prudent 
reserve, Area 59 shall maintain a working reserve equal to a minimum of 10% of the average 
annual Area expenses for the preceding two calendar years and the current budget year.  The 
reserve percentage to be annually reviewed and adjusted, as needed, by the Finance 
Subcommittee.  On November 30th of each year, the Area Treasurer will calculate the excess 
funds from the cash balances, including any excess funds from the current year's EPGSA and 
contribute the excess funds to the General Service Office.  The Motion was seconded by 
Steve District 45. 
 
Per Some Comments by DCM D43 - The intent of this Motion came about because of the 
excess funds that the Area has had for couple years; the purpose is not to spend those, it's to 
kind of prevent this kind of thing from happening in the future.  We're not trying to spend hours 

trying to put a mechanism in place.  It's just math, is a simple formula.  Every year we calculate 
how much excess funds we have; we use the simple addition & division and we contribute the 
excess funds to the General Service Office.  Tradition Seven emphasizes corporate poverty… 
The excess funds we have send a mixed message to the Groups; we still tell the Groups we 
need money donated to the Area.  Excess funds also take away the power of the purse in 
Groups.  Basically, we figure out the average expenses from the prior two years, and then we 
take the average low, then we average in the budget for the current year.   
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Per Chairperson Curt – Due to the gravity of this District 43 Motion, if is accepted, it would go 
back to the Home Groups for discussion and come back at our next Quarterly Business 
Meeting. 
 
Per Treasurer Dan - Speaking to the Motion from a financial standpoint, putting aside for the 

moment, whether or not it's a good idea for us to send a certain amount of money from our 

balances to GSO.  I think there's several problems with it; one of which is the timing.  It 

mentions it should be done on November 30th of every year, which is the end of our fiscal year.  

However, we don't calculate all of our expenses by November 30th.  Many of the Area expenses 

come in late in the year due to the EPGSA Convention.  Early in the fiscal year we have 

General Service Conference, PCSS, and DCM Orientation; just to name a few expenses.  It can 

be very plausible to spend $10,000 relatively soon.  Another issue that the Area could find 

problematic because, it's very mechanistic.  The minimum we should have floating to cover 

things in the Prudent Reserve of $50,000; especially because our cash flow has been negative 

up to $10,000 in prior years.  The motion doesn't account for special situations like COVID. 

Every time in the past where we have had a high balance, we find a way to reduce it real 
quickly. 
 
Per Jim D29 – My District is a pretty affluent District; every year we have this problem, and 
every year we were tasked with getting the money out.  We've gone up and down this structure, 
asking if we can pass it on to somebody or donate it.  What I've been told is that the Groups 
made the choice of where to send their funds.  Just like we did with PI and Grapevine, we found 
ways of spending the excess money within the Area.  The other thing I do not like here is 
handcuffs, the next panel coming in because we couldn't come up with some idea to spend 
money doesn't mean the next group may or may not have a different idea.   
 

Jim made a recommendation that this goes back to the Finance Subcommittee and maybe at 
some point within the new Motion, come back out the a lot of wiggle room and let each year or 
each Panel’s  Finance Committee decide where that number has to be not something that we're 
going to actually show now and penalize the Future Panel. 
 

Per Vicki D27 - I think it's because of the Pandemic that caused the normal expenses, not to be 

paid.  The Groups within Area 59 send their 7th Tradition Contributions to assist Area 59 in 

Carrying the Message of AA to those sick and suffering Alcoholics within Our Area.  To suggest 

that Area 59 distribute a large sum of money to GSO instead of putting the money to good use 

within our Area, are selling our Area’s Alcoholics short.  The excess funds would best be served 

by putting the money to good use right here in Area 59.   
 

Vicki made a Motion Amendment that she would like to refer this Motion back to the 

Finance Subcommittee.  This motion was seconded by DCM D29.  The Motion was opened 

for discussion by the floor. 
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Per Mike D24 – Mike is part of the Finance Subcommittee and they had a lot of discussions on 

this issue with Past Delegates.  There's a lot of discussion that we really need to spend some 

money within Area 59.  The Group's contributed to the Area 59.  Mike thinks the Finance 

Committee, along with the help of all the other Subcommittees did a really good job with the 

available excess funds.  The Committee can help make some recommendations. 
 

Per Tara D35 – As Chair of the Finance Committee; and since it is looking at the Area finances, 

it belongs under the umbrella of Finance should be referred to the Finance Subcommittee.  I 

think that we can take the Motion, analyze it, and provide feedback and bring it back it to Area. 

Vote was taken 40 In Favor – 4 Oppose - Motion carried  
 

Per Chairperson Curt – Would anyone from the non-prevailing side like to make any comments 

at the mic? 
 

Per Alt-Delegate Pete - What Pete heard from the discussion on the original Motion; everyone 

who wasn't the maker of the Motion spoke against the Motion.  Pete didn’t see much value in 

tying up the Finance Subcommittee with an item that nobody was supporting, except the maker 

of the original Motion. 
 

Per Chairperson Curt – After hearing comments from the non-prevailing side, does anyone wish 

to change their vote?  Seeing someone is Reconsidering - would anyone like to make a motion 

to revisit this vote?  
 

Per Steve D28 – Steve stated that he would like to make a Motion to re-visit the vote because 

he would like to vote it down.  Jim D29 second the Motion. 
 

Per Chairperson Curt - We are now back to the Amended Motion.  We're not at the original 

Motion.  We are Reconsidering the Amended Motion.  Any comments go to the mic.  This 

discussion now is open to everyone on the merits of the Motion - to refer this to the Finance 

Committee.  Voting in a negative to this Motion, will put us back to the original motion.  The 

Finance Subcommittee has no obligation as to what to do with this Motion, other than to review 

it and report back their conclusions.  We will now re-vote on the Motion to send the original 

Finance Motion back to the Finance Subcommittee. 

Vote was taken 19 In Favor – 22 Oppose - Motion does not carry  
 

Per Chairperson Curt - We now go back to the original motion.  

Vote was taken 1 In Favor – 38 Oppose - Motion does not carry – No Minority Opinion  
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Motion by the Grapevine/La Viña Subcommittee - Per Chair Vicki - The Area 59 
Grapevine/La Viña Subcommittee presents the following Motion to Area 59’s Committee of 
Officers and DCMs to support and assist the Subcommittee in submitting a proposed Agenda 
Item to the 73rd General Service Conference.   
 

The Area 59 Grapevine/La Viña Subcommittee makes a motion for consideration by the 73rd 
General Service Conference to have the books Spiritual Awakenings and Young & Sober, 
currently available in English only, translated into Spanish no later than 2025.  The Area 59 
Linguistic District 68 DCM requested these two books be translated on behalf of the groups his 
District represents.  The translation of these two books will provide the Spanish speaking 
population two additional resource tools of AA’s experience, strength, and hope.  In addition, the 
translations will help carry the message and enable members to develop their spiritual sobriety 
more fully as well as assist young Hispanic members in understanding fellowship, young people 
groups, service and more. 
Vote was taken 43 In Favor – 0 Oppose - Motion carried  

  
District 66 Motion for Question & Answer Session in Preparation for EPGSA Voting  
Per Mike D66 - Motion - Time for Question & Answer Session with Area 59 Committee 
members standing for the Delegate and Alternate Delegate Positions. 
 

We move that Area 59 set aside time for any GSR or other Area 59 committee member to ask 
relevant AA related questions of those committee members that will stand for the Delegate and 
Alternate Delegate positions.  That this time be included in the Area 59 third quarterly business 
meeting (Generally held in September) in the year the Area holds elections.  That 
accommodations be made for a larger gathering so that as many GSRs and other interested 
members can attend. 
 

Per DCM D56 - He is concerned about interviewing a candidate to see if they're going to vote 

how I want them to vote.  When voting for somebody in elections, he wants to know your service 

history.  Q and A session is not necessary for because, if you stand for Delegate you get up 

there and say this is my service resume.  That's what we use to determine whether or not you're 

going to fulfill the position, or do the job of being responsible as Delegate.  He doesn’t feel the 

need to get up there and ask you, how you feel about something.  He just don't feel comfortable 

with that, and that's not necessary to determine whether or not someone will do a good job as 

Delegate. 
 

This Motion was seconded by Steve D28. 
Vote was taken 1 In Favor – 40 Oppose - Motion does not carry – No Minority Opinion  

 
Announcements -   1) Mar. 19, PCSS D44.  2) April 8-10, SEPIA Roundup, Cape May.  3) April 
24-30, GSC.  4) May 14-15, Convencion Hispana, Essington.  5) May 22, Mini I, D23.  6) June 
11, Mini II, D41.  7) June 12, AQ3, D61  
 

Adjourn – Motion was made and seconded to adjourn the meeting – We Closed with 
Responsibility Declaration   
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Area 59 Roll Call Sheet - March 13, 2022 

 
 

2
1 1 online 4
5 1 online

Officer-at-Large 2
2 1 online 4
6 0

Alicia 2
3 1 2 online 4
7 1 2 online

2
4 1 online 4
8 0

2
5 1 3 online 2 4
9 1 4 online

Treasurer 2
6 1 online 5
0 0

Dan 2
7 1 3 online 5
1 1 3 online 1

2
8 1 1 2 5
2 0

2
9 1 1 online 5
3 0

Secretary 3
0 1 1 online 5
4 1 online

Susan 3
1 1 online 5
5 1

3
2 1 1 online 1 1 5
6 1

3
3 1 1 5
7 1 online

Chairperson 3
4 1 online 5
8 1 online 1 1

Curt 3
5 1 5
9 1 1 online

3
6 1 online 6
0 0

3
7 1 online 6
1 1 1 online

Alt-Delegate 3
8 1 online 6
2 0

Pete 3
9 1 online 6
3 1 1

4
0 0 online 6
4 1 1 online

4
1 1 online 6
5 1 online

Delegate 4
2 0 6
6 1 6 online

Caroline 4
3 1 1 online 6
7 1 1
0 online

4
4 1 online 6
8 1 1 basket 2
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